2013 DEPARTMENT OF
STATISTICS AND ACTUARIAL
SCIENCE
SPRING AWARDS
PROFESSOR JIAN HUANG, HAO CHAI, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. HAO WAS SELECTED AS CO-WINNER OF THE HENRY L. RIETZ AWARD.
PROFESSOR JIAN HUANG, RYNE VANKREVELEN, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. RYNE WAS SELECTED AS CO-WINNER OF THE HENRY L. RIETZ AWARD.
PROFESSOR N.D. SHYAMALKUMAR MAKING THE ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE TAYLOR AND KNOWLER AWARDS.
Professor Shyamalkumar, Andrew Reitgraf, Professor Luke Tierney and Craig Lecturer Professor Paul Embrechts. Andrew was selected as winner of the Knowler Award for Outstanding Achievement by an Undergraduate.
PROFESSOR SHYAMALKUMAR, ZHONGYI YUAN, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. ZHONGYI WAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF THE TAYLOR AWARD IN ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS.
PROFESSOR SHYAMALKUMAR, YEGANG WU, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. YEGANG WAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF A TAYLOR AWARD.
PROFESSOR SHYAMALKUMAR, PEI YANG, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. PEI WAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF A TAYLOR AWARD.
PROFESSOR SHYAMALKUMAR, XIAO WANG, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. XIAO WAS SELECTED AS WINNER OF A TAYLOR AWARD AND KNOWLER AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AS A GRADUATE STUDENT.
LECTURER MATT BOGNAR, YINAN YU, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. YINAN WAS SELECTED AS HONORABLE MENTION FOR THE ALLEN T. CRAIG AWARD.
LECTURER MATT BOGNAR, CHANDLER MINNER, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. CHANDLER WAS SELECTED AS HONORABLE MENTION FOR THE ALLEN T. CRAIG AWARD.
LECTURER MATT BOGNAR, ELIZABETH BROKKEN, PROFESSOR LUKE TIERNEY AND CRAIG LECTURER PROFESSOR PAUL EMBRECHTS. ELIZABETH WAS SELECTED AS THE WINNER OF THE ALLEN T. CRAIG AWARD. THIS AWARD IS PRESENTED TO THE OUTSTANDING TEACHING ASSISTANT OF THE YEAR.